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What kind of attention modulates the Stroop effect?

DEREKSESNER and JENNIFER A. STOLZ
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

An intersection of three literatures (skilled word recognition, spatial attention, and the Stroop effect)
is addressed in a series of four experiments, The results, in conjunction with other observations, are
taken to suggest that (1) the default value for spatial attention in visual word recognition is distributed
across the word, (2) preening a single letter position serves to narrow the focus of spatial attention, and
(3) this reduces or prevents activation in the word recognition system, Consequently, the Stroop effect
is reduced in magnitude or eliminated, depending on details ofthe context. Contrary to the widespread
view that it reflects automatic processing, the Stroop effect is better conceptualized as reflecting the
action of default settings in the word recognition and attentional systems. Some relations between con
sciousness, context, and control are noted.

It is clear that mental skill acquired through high lev
els of practice confers benefits on the performer. For ex
ample, skilled performance in a domain such as word
recognition is much faster and less error prone than un
skilled performance. A more contentious claim is that
this speed-up carries a cost; skilled readers are said to be
unable to prevent lexical and semantic analyses ofwords,
provided that the stimulus is clear enough, bright enough,
large enough, and presented for a sufficiently long dura
tion for the reader to process it. The most famous exam
ple, provided in many papers, chapters, and textbooks, in
support ofthis assertion is the Stroop effect (Stroop, 1935;
see also MacLeod's, 1991, review). When skilled readers
are asked to identify the print color of a word and ex
plicitly instructed not to read the word, they are nonethe
less typically slower and more error prone when the word
references an incongruent color (e.g., the word red printed
in green), as compared with the time taken to identify the
color when the word references a congruent color (e.g.,
the word red printed in red) or a noncolor term (e.g., the
word pen printed in green). Word recognition, thus, is
widely viewed as automatic, in the sense that it occurs
without intent and cannot be prevented (see, e.g., Ander
son, 1995; Ashcraft, 1994; Crowder & Wagner, 1992;
Posner & Snyder, 1975; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Reis
berg, 1997).

One difficulty with this account of mental skill as be
ing exemplified by the Stroop effect is that it is unwar
ranted. It is one thing to show that skilled readers some
times process the word despite being instructed not to but
quite another to conclude that word recognition is there
fore automatic, in the sense that lexical and semantic analy-
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ses ofa word are inevitably triggered by the presentation
ofa word. An alternative account is that, given the proper
context, it is possible to modulate those processes that
give rise to the Stroop effect. That is, mental processing
can be contextually controlled (although not necessarily
consciously). If this alternative is correct, some of the
mental processes that give rise to the Stroop effect are
characterized more usefully as reflecting the default set
tings in the word recognition and associated attention sys
tems than as automatic (see, e.g., Bauer & Besner, 1997;
Besner & Stolz, in press; Besner, Stolz, & Boutilier,
1997; see also Stolz & Besner, 1996, in press). This al
ternative account would also serve to realign our view of
mental skills with that of perceptual-motor skills (when
one watches an athlete like Michael Jordan, it is clear that
skill involves a good deal of control).

The hypothesis investigated here is that a narrowing of
spatial attention can modulate the word recognition pro
cesses involved in the Stroop effect. Many investigations
of the Stroop effect involve the central presentation of a
single color word. Spatial attention is not typically ma
nipulated and has, therefore, been understandably ne
glected as a component process that might play an impor
tant role in the Stroop effect, in that one doesn't usually see
theoretical discussion of factors that have not been ma
nipulated in an experiment. In contrast, several reports
in the word recognition and attention literatures point to an
important role for spatial attention. We begin by briefly
noting some relevant findings in these literatures.

McCann, Folk, and Johnston (1992) reported that lex
ical decision time to a target was strongly affected by the
validity of an exogenous cue consisting of a small patch
of light. Lexical decision times were faster if the target
appeared in the cued location (valid cue) than if it ap
peared in the uncued location (invalid cue). Further, the
effect of the target string's print frequency had additive
effects with cuing on response time (RT). McCann et al.
therefore argued that spatial attention, as indexed by ex
ogenous cuing, is a necessary preliminary to whatever
stage in the word recognition process is affected by word
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frequency. Related observations point to an important role
for spatial attention within a word. We first briefly de
scribe the word superiority effect (WSE) and then how a
spatial attention manipulation affects it.

Reicher (1969) reported that a letter in a word is more
accurately identified than a letter by itself in the context
of a brief display followed by a pattern mask. One ac
count of this WSE appeals to the notion of interactive ac
tivation (McClel1and & Rumelhart, 1981). The visual
presentation of a word results in the cascaded activation
offeature, letter, and word level representations in mem
ory. Adjacent levels are engaged in interactive activa
tion; activation at the word level feeds back to the letter
level, increasing the probability that the letter level is
sufficiently activated to support correct letter identifica
tion in the context of the two-alternative forced choice
procedure. In contrast, the presentation of a single letter
does not activate the word level as strongly as does the
presentation of a word; hence, there is less feedback to
the letter level from the word level and, consequently,
weaker overall activation of the correct alternative at the
letter level.

The distribution of spatial attention plays an impor
tant role in the WSE. Johnston (1981; see also Johnston
& McClelland, 1974) reported that precuing the position
of a letter in the display by telling subjects which posi
tion would be probed eliminated the WSE. As Johnston
noted, one natural account of this elimination of the
WSE is in terms of spatial attention. We assume that the
default value for spatial attention is that it is distributed
across the letter positions occupied by a word (see also
LaBerge, 1983). However, spatial attention can be more
narrowly tuned (e.g., by precuing a single letter position)
so that processing tends to focus at a particular spatial 10
cation. If spatial attention is necessary for word recogni
tion, narrow tuning will either prevent activation in the
mental representations for words or else allow for only
weak activation, because fewer letters get activated ini
tially.This account is consistent with the findings reported
by Johnston (1981) and Johnston and McClelland (1974).

The implication for understanding the role of spatial
attention in the Stroop effect appears straightforward.
The standard Stroop effect arises, in part, because the de
fault value for spatial attention is that it is distributed
across the word.' Put another way, if spatial attention is
not distributed across the word, lexical and semantic
level activation will occur in reduced form or not at all.
A Stroop effect will be, therefore, either reduced in mag
nitude or eliminated, as compared with cues in which
spatial attention is distributed across the word.

In this vein, Besner et al. (1997) reported that the
Stroop effect was eliminated when only a single letter in
a color word was colored, a result that is consistent with
the idea that spatial attention was narrowed, thus pre
venting lexical level activation. This interpretation has
been offered before (see, e.g., Kahneman & Henik, 1981),
but it is open to the argument that it is not a necessary one.
Indeed, Besner et al. offered a different account, one in

which having to process a single colored letter leads to an
activation block between lexical and semantic levels, rather
than preventing activation beyond the letter level. It is,
thus, unclear how the single color manipulation is related
to precuing as a way of manipulating spatial attention.
Given this state of affairs, the present experiments com
bined spatial precuing with the Stroop paradigm, in order
to investigate whether narrowing the range of spatial at
tention would reduce or eliminate the Stroop effect.

EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

Method
Subjects. Twenty-two University ofWaterloo undergraduate stu

dents were paid to participate in Experiment I, and 34 in Experi
ment 2. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and all were
native English speakers.

Stimulus materials and list construction. Experiments I and
2 were identical in all respects, except that the stimulus display in
Experiment 2 contained a blank character space between each let
ter. This was done to investigate whether larger spaces between ad
jacent letters would lead to improved spatial selection.

The stimuli in these experiments were the words red (9 mm long
X 5 mm high), blue (12 mm long X 5 mm high), green (15 mm
long X 4mmhigh),andyellow(l8mmlong X 6mmhigh),printed
in standard MEL lowercase font. The stimuli were printed in the
Micro Experimental Lab (MEL2; Schneider, 1988) colors: red
(RGB: 42, 0, 0), blue (RGB: 0, 0, 42), green (RGB: 0, 42, 0), and yel
low (RGB: 63, 63, 21), according to the appropriate congruency
condition, as described below.

The experiment proper contained 256 trials. Half of the trials
were congruent trials, with the target word and ink color displaying
the same color. The other 128 trials were incongruent trials in which
the color word and ink referenced different colors. Half of each of
the congruent and incongruent trials were presented in one color.
For the other half of the congruent and incongruent trials, two col
ors were used per target word. One letter (the odd one out) was dis
played in one of the four colors, and the remaining letters were all
displayed in one of the remaining three colors.

The experiment also contained a cuing manipulation. For the 128
stimuli (64 congruent and 64 incongruent) displayed in one ink color,
half were cued with a white arrow (RGB: 63, 63, 63) appearing both
one line above and one line below a single letter of the target word.
The arrow appearing above the letter(s) was character 25 from the
standard ASCII character set. The arrow appearing below the letter(s)
was character 24 from the standard ASCII character set. Both arrows
measured 4.5 mm high x 2.5 mm wide. The remaining half of the
stimuli painted in a single color had all letters cued (i.e., arrows ap
peared both above and below all the letters in the target display).

For the 128 odd color out displays (64 congruent and 64 incon
gruent), all trials had only one letter cued. Sixty-four odd one out
stimuli (32 congruent and 32 incongruent) had arrow cues appear
ing above and below the odd color out letter. For the other 64 odd
color out stimuli (32 congruent and 32 incongruent). a letter that was
not the odd one out was cued.

Thus, each stimulus list was comprised of 32 congruent, single
color, all-cued trials; 32 congruent, single-color, one-letter-cued
trials; 32 congruent, two-color, odd-one-out-cued trials; 32 con
gruent, two-color, non-odd-one-out-cued trials; 32 incongruent.
single-color, all-cued trials; 32 incongruent, single-color, one-let
ter-cued trials; 32 incongruent, two-color, odd-one-out-cued trials,
and 32 incongruent, two-color, non-odd-one-out-cued trials.

All trial types were displayed using all combinations of ink color
and target word. Selection of ink color and target word was done
randomly, and without replacement, from a pool containing all pos-
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sible combinations of conditions, ink color, and target words, with
the constraint that, in the two-color displays, congruent was defined
as the word matching the cued letter's color. Furthermore, the posi
tion of the odd one out letter and of the cue in the single-letter-cued
conditions was varied so that they appeared equally often across all
parts of the target words (i.e., beginning, middle, and end).

A set of 64 practice trials was constructed to meet the same con
straints outlined above. The practice set preceded the experiment
proper.

Procedure. The subjects were tested individually, seated ap
proximately 45 em from a computer monitor. Task instructions were
displayed on the monitor and were also relayed verbally. Stimuli
were displayed on a Microscan 4V/ADI color monitor controlled
by MEL2 software implemented in a Vault Pentium 100 computer.

Each trial began with the appearance of the arrow cues, either
cuing all letter positions (in the all-cued conditions) or cuing a single
letter position. Following a 125-msec stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA), the target word appeared, printed in the appropriate color(s).
The target and cue arrows remained on the screen until the subjects
responded. The subjects were instructed to indicate the color of the
cued letter(s). Responses were made by depressing a key covered
with an appropriately colored piece of paper with fingers on the left
or the right hand. The colored pieces of paper covered the "z; "x,'
">," and "I" keys, indicating red, blue, yellow, and green, respec
tively. A response initiated a 400-msec intertrial interval, during
which the computer monitor was blank. The subjects were instructed
to perform as quickly and as accurately as possible.

Results
Trials on which an error was committed were dis

carded from the RT analysis. RTs to correct responses
were first subjected to a recursive trimming procedure
in which the criterion cutoff for outlier removal was es
tablished independently for each subject, for each con
dition, by reference to the sample size in that cel1 (Van
Selst & Jolicoeur, 1994). This resulted in the exclusion
of2.5% ofthe correct RT data in Experiment I and 2.6%

in Experiment 2. The remaining RT and associated error
data' can be seen in Table 1.

Our initial interest concerns the conditions in which
the display appears in a single color, because it allows us
to compare the same target displays under conditions in
which only a single letter position is cued and under con
ditions in which al1 the letters positions are cued. A 2
(congruent vs. incongruent) X 2 (single letter cued vs. al1
letters cued) analysis of variance on the RT data yielded
a main effect of congruency [F(1,21) = 56.6, MS e =
4,058, P < .00 I], no main effect of cue type (F < I), and
the expected interaction in which the Stroop effect is
smal1er in the single-letter-cued condition than in the al1
letters-cued condition [F( I ,21) = 5.6, MSe = 2,301, P <
.05]. The same pattern is observed in the RT data of Ex
periment 2. There was a main effect of congruency
[F(1,33) = 53.02,MSe = 5,710,p<.001],nomaineffect
of cuing [F(1,33) = 1.45, MSe = 4,416,p > .20], and an
interaction between cuing and congruency [F(1,33) =
11.4, MSe = 3,269,p < .001]. The error data produce the
same pattern as the RT data in both experiments.

The multicolor displays also produced a Stroop effect.
Congruent trials were marginal1y faster than incongruent
trials in Experiment 1 [F(1,21) = 3.2, MSe = 4,929,p <
.09] and significantly so in Experiment 2 [F(I,33) =
12.6, MSe = 3,711, P < .001]. RTs were faster when the
cued letter position indicated the odd color rather than
the nonodd color in both experiments [Experiment 1,
F(1,21) = 9.7, MSe = 3,821, P < .005; Experiment 2,
F(1,33) = 12.6, MSe = 3,711, P < .001], but the inter
action between congruency and type ofmulticolored dis
play was not significant in Experiment 1 (F < 1) or in
Experiment 2 [F(1,33) = 1.6, MSe = 3,531, P > .05].
The error data were again consistent with the RT data,

Table 1
Mean Response Times (RT, in Milliseconds) and Errors (%E) According to Conditions in Experiments 1-4

Spatial Cue

All Letters One Letter

RT %E RT %E

Color Condition C d C d C N d C N d

Experiment I (n = 22)

One color 897 771 126 3.6 1.7 1.9 866 788 78 1.6 1.7 -0.1
Twocolors

Main color cued 952 919 33 3.4 2.8 0.6
Odd color cued 905 884 21 2.1 1.8 0.3

Experiment 2 (n = 34)

One color 860 732 128 4.0 1.7 2.3 813 751 62 3.5 2.8 0.7
Two colors

Main color cued 880 829 51 4.4 3.1 1.3
Odd color cued 830 805 25 2.9 2.5 0.4

Experiment 3 (n = 45)

Twocolors
Main color cued 857 839 18 2.6 2.9 -0.3
Odd color cued 835 834 I 2.0 2.9 -0.9

Experiment 4 (n = 35)

Two colors-odd color cued 820 811 9 2.9 3.3 -0.4

Note-C, congruent display; I, incongruent display; N. neutral baseline display; d. difference score (Experiments 1 and 2.
I - C; Experiments 3 and 4. I - N).
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but the interaction was not significant in either experi
ment (Fs < I).

Discussion
The results of Experiments I and 2 are straightforward.

The Stroop effect in the RT data is reduced when only a
single letter position is cued, as compared with when all
the letter positions in the word are cued. If the cuing pro
cedure indexes spatial attention, as is standardly as
sumed in the attention literature, the reduction in the
magnitude of the Stroop effect can be understood in terms
of the proposition that word recognition is dependent on
the distribution of spatial attention across the word and
that narrowing the bandwidth of spatial attention reduces
the efficiency of these word recognition processes or
prevents them from operating.

Why doesn't spatial cuing eliminate, rather than just
reduce, the Stroop effect in Experiments I and 2, in ac
cordance with Johnston's (1981) observation that the WSE
is eliminated when subjects are told to focus on a partic
ular letter position because it will be probed? Four as
pects of Experiments I and 2 merit consideration in this
regard.

One possibility is that subjects do not always have an
opportunity to focus spatial attention on only the cued
letter before the display appears. A blank character space,
therefore, was inserted between each letter in Experi
ment 2 in an attempt to increase spatial selectivity. Al
though Experiment 2 produced the same interaction as
that in Experiment I, there was little evidence that this
manipulation increased its magnitude relative to Exper
iment I, as one would expect if spatial attention were
more selective. Still, cue duration was not manipulated;
we therefore reserve judgment as to whether spatial se
lection has been completed before the target appeared.

A second consideration is that congruent trials are pre
sent in the experiment. Arguably, these trials should be
eliminated in favor of a neutral baseline condition, be
cause including congruent trials encourages subjects to
read the word, even though it produces a cost on incon
gruent trials. Both Lowe and Mitterer (1982) and Tzelgov,
Henik, Sneg, and Baruch (1996) report that increasing
the proportion of congruent trials increases the mag
nitude of the interference effect (incongruent minus neu
tral), a result that is consistent with this view.

A third consideration concerns the nature of the ma
nipulation that encourages subjects to pay attention to
the cue on the single-color trials. This was accomplished
by including multi color trials on which the subject must
pay attention to the cue in order to make a correct response.
This is a weak manipulation, insofar as the single-color
trials are concerned, because there is nothing in these tri
als that requires subjects to use the cue. Subjects ar
guably do use the cue on these trials at least some of the
time, given that the Stroop effect is reduced in magni
tude, relative to the condition that cues all letters. The
problem is that it is difficult to determine whether sub-

jects always used the single-letter cue or whether they
sometimes abandon relying on it when they detect that
the display is a uniform color.?

Another important consideration concerns how "the
subject's" information processing machinery might view
the task. On )'4of the trials, the correct response is asso
ciated with the color that most letters appear in. This fact
might promote the use ofa heuristic in which letters that
appear in the same color are sometimes packaged to
gether for processing (the Gestalt principle of similar
ity).' If several letters are processed together despite the
cue, such processing-through interactions between let
ter level, word level, and semantics-might provide suf
ficient activation to produce a Stroop effect, even on the
multicolor trials in which the single-letter cue must be
attended. It is interesting that the Stroop effect is small
est, in both Experiments I and 2, when the cue indicates
the odd color out on a multicolor trial, as compared with
when the cue indicates a color shared with other letters
in the same display. This packaging is less likely to occur
in the odd color out condition. Thus, multicolor displays
themselves may provide an even more powerful tool for
exploring the role of spatial attention in the Stroop ef
fect, as compared with just using them as a background
context to examine what happens on single-color trials.

EXPERIMENTS 3 AND 4

Experiments 3 and 4 focus exclusively on multicolor
displays, because here the subject must use the cue to
guide a response. Thus, a single-letter cue appeared on
all trials. In addition, the congruent trials were replaced
with neutral nonword controls (as used previously by
Besner et a!., 1997) in order to eliminate any benefit
from reading the word. In Experiment 3, the position oc
cupied by the odd color out was cued on half the trials.
On the remaining trials, a position was cued in which the
letter's color was the same as all the other letters but one.
If the packaging by similarity heuristic advanced earlier
is operative, Experiment 3 may produce a Stroop effect
when the cued letter position is occupied by the same
color as most of the other letters in the display. In con
trast, the odd color out condition ought to produce little
or no Stroop effect, because the packaging heuristic should
not be operative here. In Experiment 4, the subjects saw
the same target displays as those in Experiment 3, but the
odd color out was cued on every trial. This experiment
encourages spatial selectivity and, thus, the prediction
that little or no Stroop effect will be observed.

Method
Subjects. Forty-five University of Waterloo undergraduate stu

dents were paid to participate in Experiment 3, and 35 in Experi
ment 4. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and all were
native English speakers.

Stimulus materials and list construction. The multicolor dis
plays for both Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 were generated in the
same way as those for Experiments I and 2. There were 32 practice
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and 128 test trials in Experiment 3 and 32 practice and 64 test tri
als in Experiment 4. Cuing was accomplished in the same way as in
Experiments I and 2 in both Experiment 3 and Experiment 4, ex
cept that, on all trials, only a single letter position was cued. In both
Experiment 3 and Experiment 4, congruent trials were discarded,
and neutral nonword controls, consisting of the strings ret, blat,ye
nile, and grend, were substituted. These strings preserved the letter
length of the words they replaced, as well as the two first letters (see
Besner et al., 1997, for a discussion of the appropriateness of such
controls).

Results
The results can be seen in Table I. Using the same

trimming procedure as that in Experiments 1 and 2, 1.9%
of the correct RTs were discarded as outliers in Experi
ment 3, and 2.8% in Experiment 4. In Experiment 3, the
incongruent trials were 18 msec slower than control tri
als when the cued letter was the same color as all the
other letters but one [t(44) = 2.47, P < .02]. There was
no significant Stroop effect in the RT data from the odd
color out condition in Experiment 3 [t(44) = 0.12, P >
.89] or in Experiment 4 [t(34) = 1.09, P > .25].

The error pattern was one in which the neutral condi
tion produced slightly more errors than the incongruent
condition in both Experiment 3 and Experiment 4. The
largest difference was less than 1%; only the odd letter
out condition in Experiment 3 approached significance
[t(44) = 1.71, P < .09].

Finally, the data from the odd color out condition were
combined across Experiments 3 and 4 to increase power.
There was no significant Stroop effect in the RT data,
(t < 1). The 0.69% error effect (in the wrong direction)
was not significant [t(79) = 1.58, P > .10].

Discussion
Experiment 3 produced a small (18-msec) Stroop ef

fect when the cued color was the same as all the other let
ters but one. This result is consistent with the conjecture
that subjects sometimes engage in a packaging heuristic
such that letters that are the same color as the cued letter
tend also to get processed. In contrast, the odd color out
condition produced no significant Stroop effect in Exper
iment 3, Experiment 4, or when the data were combined
across experiments."

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The pattern of results observed across experiments is
quite consistent. In Experiments I and 2, precuing just
one letter position in single-color displays reduced the
magnitude of the Stroop effect, relative to the same dis
plays in which all the letters were precued. Experiments
1,2, and 3 also revealed a pattern in which the multicolor
displays yielded a smaller Stroop effect when the odd
color out was cued than when a color common to all let
ters but one was cued. Finally, Experiments 3 and 4 (in
dividually and combined) failed to produce a significant
Stroop effect in the odd color out condition, as was pre
dicted by the view that narrowed spatial attention would
be most efficient in this condition.

Taken together, these results are inconsistent with the
widespread claim that word recognition is an automatic
process, in the sense that lexical/semantic analyses are
inevitably triggered by stimulus presentation. Instead, they
are consistent with the view that contextual control, in the
form of the distribution of spatial attention across a word,
plays a critical role in its processing. Spatial attention's
default value, likely triggered by the onset of a stimulus
(or stimuli), is distributed across the stimulus. Precuing
a single letter position serves to deploy spatial attention
more narrowly, so that subsequent word recognition pro
cesses operate less efficiently or not at all, as indexed by
a reduction or elimination of the Stroop effect.xs

Unconscious but Not Automatic
Automatic processes are often characterized as uncon

scious, as occurring without intent, and as not being sub
ject to control (see, e.g., Posner & Snyder, 1975). It is
easy to slide from one assumption to the other (the Stroop
effect occurs without intent because it is unconscious;
and, the Stroop effect is unconscious because it can't be
controlled) but such claims are best treated cautiously
(e.g., some things that are clearly conscious, such as ob
sessive thoughts, and the phenomenon of "alien hand"
resist control).

It seems quite uncontentious to characterize much cog
nitive processing as unconscious, in the sense that we are
often aware of the products of processing rather than the
processing. In that vein, we see no reason to abandon the
assumption that many of the mental processes involved
in the Stroop effect are typically unconscious. However,
all of these processes are not automatic; contextual con
trol can occur without consciousness. To put the argu
ment another way, consciousness need not imply control,
and control need not imply consciousness.
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NOTES

I. McCann et al. (1992) do not mention either Johnston's (1981) or
Johnston and McClelland's (1974) findings in their discussion of the
literature on spatial attention and word recognition. However, Johnston
does briefly discuss his findings in the context of the Stroop effect. Un
fortunately, neither of these findings has been promulgated (e.g., the
major review of the Stroop literature makes no mention of them).

2. There has been some debate as to whether an abrupt onset cue is a
sufficient condition to attract spatial attention (e.g., see Folk, Reming
ton, & Johnston, 1993, vs. Yantis, 1993; see also Yantis, 1996). We note
that there was no hint that single-letter cuing reduced the magnitude of
the Stroop effect when we tested subjects on a version of Experiments
I and 2 that did not include multi color displays. That is, when nothing
in the experiment required subjects to use the cue, there was no evi
dence that subjects used it.

3. The question is often raised as to why subjects don't just focus on
a single letter in order to avoid the Stroop effect in the standard single
color preparation. It seems likely that the packaging by similarity
heuristic and the presence of congruent trials combine to produce a
Stroop effect.

4. We emphasize that the Stroop effect is statistically eliminated. A
more powerful experiment might detect a small effect. It should be
noted that the (nonsignificant) 9-msec effect in Experiment 4 arises, in
large part, from the slowest subject in the incongruent condition, who
produced a 127-msec Stroop effect. If this subject is discarded, the
mean estimate of the Stroop effect shrinks to 5 msec.

5. Cohen and Huston's (1994) interactive activation account of spa
tial attention and word recognition makes no mention of McCann et al.'s
(1992) observation that cuing and word frequency have additive effects
on RT in lexical decision. On the face of it, McCann et al.'s additive
stages model provides a better account of this data than does the inter
active activation account. However, it seems likely that both classes of
explanation have merit. For example, under conditions of gross spatial
uncertainty, spatial attention might need to be shifted before some sub
sequent word recognition stage can take up information. In contrast,
when there is little or no spatial uncertainty concerning where the tar
get string appears (as in the present paradigm), spatial attention and
word recognition could sometimes be engaged in interactive activation.
It is likely that part of the answer depends on what the subject is trying
to do. Here, the subject tries to ignore the stimulus, but in other situa
tions, such as the line bisection task carried out in the presence ofan ir
relevant word, feedback from the lexical/semantic level helps to over
come the deficits seen in unilateral neglect (see Brunn & Farah, 1991).

6. It is worth stressing that the strength of the default set (of reading
the word) is assumed to be a parameter that interacts with the context.
For example, we would not be surprised if, in the context of a naming
task, some of the present experiments produced only a reduction in the
magnitude of the Stroop effect, rather than eliminating it. To put it an
other way, we would resist the argument that such a finding is conclu
sive evidence that word reading is partly automatic.
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